The new GESIPA® assembly cell guarantees optimum, precise handling with a wide range of GESIPA® processing devices and a workspace tailored perfectly to the customer’s requirements.

The desk is adapted individually to customer requirements and designed ergonomically (e.g. adjustable height). Everything – be it the desk, workpiece socket, compressed air supply, electrical supply or processing tools – comes from one source, with process monitoring on request.

The optimised workpiece socket allows the desk to be converted easily for different products and processing tools, thus saving costs and time.

The GESIPA® assembly cell is produced from high quality materials and components. Needless to say, you also have the option of transferring system components already used in your company.
Advantages

- Ergonomic working
- Individually adjustable
- Existing work tools can be integrated
- Easy and time-saving conversion for other products from your portfolio

More information on the individually adjusted assembly cell on request.
Contact: Uwe Herth, Head of BU Equipment Manufacturer,
uwe.herth@gesipa.com

The experts in blind riveting

GESIPA Blindniettechnik GmbH
Nordendstraße 13-39
64546 Mörfelden-Walldorf
Germany
T +49 (0) 6105 962 0
F +49 (0) 6105 962 287
info@gesipa.com
www.gesipa.com

Specials

Operating status display
The signal light installed on the desk uses different colours to show the process status.

Counting device
The counting device registers and counts the torn off residual rivet mandrels.

GESIPA® setting tool
The setting tool is completely integrated in the assembly cell.

Individual workpiece carrier
The optimised workpiece carrier allows the desk to be converted for different products and processing tools easily, saving costs.

Foot pedal
The foot pedal allows you to use both hands to join individual parts and fasten the components to be riveted in place.